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Chronology of LOC
LOC’s Mission
1999
Two disgruntled students meet Mr. Nessuno in a Midwestern holding cell
2000
Mr. Nessuno goes underground; he is not seen nor
heard for over a year
2001
Mr, Nessuno reconnects with the students and outlines
a plan to launch a subversive artistic organization, LOC
Vive Le Monkey pleases the masses
(4-Core Tribunal formed)

LOC Arrow,
circa 2002
2002
LOC goes live on the web with operatives in both
Europe and the US
Vive Le Monkey II: Primal Bliss garners national
media attention
2003
Vive Le Monkey III: Primal Instinct ransacks Chicago
Web Index, 2003

LOC Destructions becomes a full-time, half-assed
production company (a myriad of indy films follow)
2004
LOC web site getting over 20,000 hits a month
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2005
LOC resists selling-out; refuses corporate buy-outs and
feels like all their ideas have been stolen anyhow
2006
DJ Nessuno and DJ Fat Tongue start World Tour
The new interactive LOC web site is launched

We seek to provide strategic misdirecting
and lewd entertainment for unsatisfied individuals within private companies, organizations and government entities. Our team's
limited political and business experience and
unique network of unprofessional contacts
set LOC apart from the competition.
LOC is committed to emancipating each
and every soul from its frangible corpus. The
intention of LOC projects is to unabashedly
promote various forms of unorthodox expression and breakdown social structures
that impede honest creativity and freethinking. LOC is committed to exposing the
meaningless lifestyles of modern society. We
seek nothing less than a revolution in our
fear-driven lives toward thoughtful and
boundless expression.
Mr. Nessuno, 2001

LOC Consulting

LOC is a fullservice consulting
firm specializing in
public affairs, government relations,
business development, strategic
communications
and coalition building. We work
around our clients
to craft unnecessary yet creative solutions to irrelevant
challenges.
LOC’s unique perspective of the business world allows
it to supersede most consulting formalities. For instance, we don’t even need to meet with you to help
you. Just send us a check and a rough idea of your
problem and we will get right on it. Trust us. Really.
We’re the best. Hooray for us. Our full-proof propaganda breeds change like Moors in Sicily. LOC utilizes
film, print and web design, audio compositions and
electric shock treatments to emancipate its audiences.
Organizational Structure:
The President and Chief Executive of LOC is Mr. Nessuno. Because he is wanted for revolutionary discourse
and mass seduction, Mr. Nessuno’s picture and true
identity are kept secret from the general public. LOC
has two full time staff members of indeterminate quality and lackluster character. The primary function of
Mr. Nessuno’s lackeys is to act as shameless figureheads in the promotion of each and every Mr. Nessuno
endeavor; they are mere ministers of propaganda for
the greater good of LOC.

LOC’s Strategy
Based on years of experience in the private and public
sectors, the LOC principals have developed a complex
business strategy to help you reach your professional
objectives. LOC seeks to provide service of consistently
inferior quality around the world.
A. Full Service
In all phases of our business we respect our client’s demanding schedule by avoiding them at all costs. We take
care of your problems, so you don’t have to! Just send us
a check and your company will be booming in no time.
No need to talk with us, we don’t like you.
B. Networks
We will use every opportunity to expose your
“cultivated relationships” for the greed based shams they
truly are. You will find new friends who have more in
common with you than the pursuit of a new plasma
screen. LOC maintains its own network of highly unstable, depressed and angry individuals that welcomes newcomers.
C. Persuasion
Any company can put you in accord with the SarbanesOxley requirements. Only LOC can send over two

dozen belligerent monkeys to discuss the terms of
your employment.
D. The LOC Difference
Polling suggests that individuals are most productive under intense stress and little sleep. We ensure hostile working conditions and disorganization to help you maximize worker utility. Efficiency
is the name of the game and your business cannot
afford satisfied employees.

LOC’s 4 Agencies
LOC is comprised of four agencies:
1.Destructions
A film production unit of immeasurable confusion.
2. Left Lane
A mass-transit lobbying organization with little
political influence and a distaste for all things right
of centre.
3. Left Out
A music production unit with the sole contracted
rights to DJ Nessuno and DJ Fat Tongue.
4. Left Alone
An online therapy session with commiserating
commentaries from Mr. Nessuno and a rapidly
growing band of social misfits—you know who you
are.
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